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is to emphasize the material that learners should and do find interesting about
the study of the economy. Real scenarios, useful economic facts, and clear
explanations demonstrate how economic concepts play a role in the decisions you
make every day. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Sg Basic Economics Frank V. Mastrianna 2003-05 The Instructor's Manual contains
the purpose, learning objectives, new terms and definitions, chapter outlines and
lecture notes, answers to the text discussion questions, and suggested readings
for each chapter. It includes a test bank of over 1,800 true/false, multiple
choice, and essay questions, and transparency masters of figures from the text.
Introductory Macroeconomics Michael Veseth 2014-05-10 Introductory Macroeconomics,
Second Edition deals with national economic issues, such as unemployment,
inflation, the aggregate demand-aggregate supply model of macroeconomics,
government economic policy, exchange, rates, international trade, and finance. The
book examines national economic problems, economic goals, the role markets play in
the economy, price control, unemployment, and inflation. By using the Phillips
curve trade-off, the text notes that inflation increases the demand for labor. In
the long term, according to the long-run Phillips curve, increased inflation does
not actually lessen unemployment levels (known as the natural unemployment rate
hypothesis). The text also examines whether minimum wage laws are necessary (to
fight poverty, prevent exploitation) or cause poverty (in which the imposition of
minimum wage results in lower demand for unskilled labor). The book notes that
politics and unions favor minimum wage laws. The poor, uneducated, and unskilled
laborers are left out. The text also tackles goals and trade-offs: for example,
that economic growth suffers from both inflation and unemployment, or the tradeoff that preventing unemployment only results in worse inflation problems.
Economists, sociologists, professors in economics, or policy makers involved in
economic and social development will find the text valuable.
Study Guide to Accompany MacroEconomics Campbell McConnell 2006-12-05 One of the
world’s leading experts on economic education, William Walstad of the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln, has prepared the seventeenth edition of the Study Guide. Many
students find the Study Guide indispensable. Each chapter contains an introductory
statement, a checklist of behavioral objectives, an outline, a list of important
terms, fill-in questions, problems and projects, objective questions, and
discussion questions. The answers to Economics’ end-of-chapter Key Questions
appear at the end of the Study Guide, along with the text’s glossary. The Guide
comprises a superb “portable tutor” for the principles student. Separate Study
Guides are available for the macro and micro paperback editions of the text.
Macroeconomics David C. Colander 2002 An exploration of the macroeconomic aspects
of economic growth, business cycles, and monetary and trade policy

Advanced Placement Economics John S. Morton 2003
Macroeconomics in Context Neva Goodwin 2015-03-12 Macroeconomics in Context lays
out the principles of macroeconomics in a manner that is thorough, up to date, and
relevant to students. Like its counterpart, Microeconomics in Context, the book is
attuned to economic realities--and it has a bargain price. The in Context books
offer affordability, engaging treatment of high-interest topics from
sustainability to financial crisis and rising inequality, and clear,
straightforward presentation of economic theory. Policy issues are presented in
context--historical, institutional, social, political, and ethical--and always
with reference to human well-being.
The Future of Productivity OECD 2015-12-11 This book addresses the rising
productivity gap between the global frontier and other firms, and identifies a
number of structural impediments constraining business start-ups, knowledge
diffusion and resource allocation (such as barriers to up-scaling and relatively
high rates of skill mismatch).
Macroeconomics: Theory and Policy Agarwal Vanita 2010 Macroeconomics: Theory and
Policy provides students with comprehensive coverage of all the essential concepts
of macroeconomics. A balanced approach between theoretical and mathematical
aspects of the subject has been adopted to ensure ease and clarity in learning.
The book brings classroom teaching directly to the student with the friendly
language that it uses. The purpose behind this book is not only to make the study
of macroeconomics simple for the students but to enable them to apply it to
everyday situations and the prevailing economic state of affairs. The wide
coverage of topics has been designed for use in courses on macroeconomics at the
undergraduate level of Indian universities.
Study Guide to Accompany Macroeconomics Dean Darrell Croushore 2000-07-19
So Few of Me Peter Reynolds 2006 After wishing there were two of him to complete
all the items on his "to do" list, Leo discovers that the real problem is not the
number of Leos, but the length of his list and tries to find a creative solution
to his overscheduling dilemma!
Essentials of Economics N. Gregory Mankiw 2020-01-01 Master the essential
principles of economics with the help of today's most popular educational
economics series that's trusted worldwide. Mankiw’s ESSENTIALS OF ECONOMICS, 9E
uses a concise, inviting presentation that emphasizes only the material that helps
you better understand the world and economy in which you live. You learn to become
a more astute participant in today's economy with a strong understanding of both
the potential and limits of economic policy. The latest relevant examples bring
economic principles to life. Acclaimed author Gregory Mankiw explains, I tried to
put myself in the position of someone seeing economics for the first time. My goal
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"Macroeconomics" explains how recent tax cuts have combined with the war on
terrorism and slow economic growth to contribute to increasing budget deficits.
Also included are discussions of international trade policy, comparative
advantage, and outsourcing, as well as valuable Web access to more than 250
minutes of new videos from Paul Solman of the " Lehrer NewsHour."
X-kit FET Grade 12 ECONOMICS Caryl Greyling 2007
World Economic Situation and Prospects 2020 United Nations 2020-01-16 This is the
United Nations definitive report on the state of the world economy, providing
global and regional economic outlook for 2020 and 2021. Produced by the Department
of Economic and Social Affairs, the five United Nations regional commissions, the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, with contributions from the UN
World Tourism Organization and other intergovernmental agencies.
Focus Michael W. Watts 1996 Curriculum guide for economics education in grades
9-12 based on Economics America from the National Council on Economic Education.
Advanced Placement Economics John S. Morton 2005-06 The teacher guide accompanies
the student activities books in macro and microeconomics for teaching collegelevel
economics in AP Economics courses. The publication contains course outlines, unit
plans, teaching instructions, and answers to the student activities and sample
tests.
Macroeconomics for Professionals Leslie Lipschitz 2019-01-23 Understanding
macroeconomic developments and policies in the twenty-first century is daunting:
policy-makers face the combined challenges of supporting economic activity and
employment, keeping inflation low and risks of financial crises at bay, and
navigating the ever-tighter linkages of globalization. Many professionals face
demands to evaluate the implications of developments and policies for their
business, financial, or public policy decisions. Macroeconomics for Professionals
provides a concise, rigorous, yet intuitive framework for assessing a country's
macroeconomic outlook and policies. Drawing on years of experience at the
International Monetary Fund, Leslie Lipschitz and Susan Schadler have created an
operating manual for professional applied economists and all those required to
evaluate economic analysis.
Principles of Microeconomics N. Gregory Mankiw 2020-01-01 Now you can master the
principles of microeconomics with the help of the most popular introductory book
in economics trusted by students of economics worldwide -- Mankiw’s PRINCIPLES OF
MICROECONOMICS, 9E. Using a clear, inviting writing style, this book emphasizes
only material that helps you better understand the world and economy in which you
live. You learn to become a more astute participant in today's economy with a
strong understanding of both the potential and limits of economic policy. The
latest, relevant examples throughout this edition bring today's microeconomic
principles to life, as acclaimed author Gregory Mankiw explains, I tried to put
myself in the position of someone seeing economics for the first time. My goal is
to emphasize the material that readers find interesting about the study of the
economy. Real scenarios, useful economic facts, and clear explanations demonstrate
how microeconomic concepts play a role in the decisions you make every day.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Edible Insects Arnold van Huis 2013 Edible insects have always been a part of
human diets, but in some societies there remains a degree of disdain and disgust
for their consumption. Insects offer a significant opportunity to merge
traditional knowledge and modern science to improve human food security worldwide.
This publication describes the contribution of insects to food security and
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examines future prospects for raising insects at a commercial scale to improve
food and feed production, diversify diets, and support livelihoods in both
developing and developed countries. Edible insects are a promising alternative to
the conventional production of meat, either for direct human consumption or for
indirect use as feedstock. This publication will boost awareness of the many
valuable roles that insects play in sustaining nature and human life, and it will
stimulate debate on the expansion of the use of insects as food and feed.
Managing Your Personal Finances Joan S. Ryan 1989 Challenges students with
vocabulary exercise, review questions, problem-solving activities, financial
check-ups, and template disk activities.
The Orange Economy Inter American Development Bank 2013-10-01 This manual has been
designed and written with the purpose of introducing key concepts and areas of
debate around the "creative economy", a valuable development opportunity that
Latin America, the Caribbean and the world at large cannot afford to miss. The
creative economy, which we call the "Orange Economy" in this book (you'll see
why), encompasses the immense wealth of talent, intellectual property,
interconnectedness, and, of course, cultural heritage of the Latin American and
Caribbean region (and indeed, every region). At the end of this manual, you will
have the knowledge base necessary to understand and explain what the Orange
Economy is and why it is so important. You will also acquire the analytical tools
needed to take better advantage of opportunities across the arts, heritage, media,
and creative services.
Understanding National Accounts Second Edition Lequiller François 2014-10-20 This
is an update of OECD 2006 "Understanding National Accounts". It contains new data,
new chapters and is adapted to the new systems of national accounts, SNA 2008 and
ESA 2010.
Statistics for Economics - Class 11 - CBSE (2021-22) T.R. Jain and V.K. Ohri
2021-04-16 The book has been designed topic and subtopic-wise, keeping the
students’ needs in mind. The current edition has certain unique features: Each
chapter starts with a To Do list. It gives the central idea of the chapter and the
way it has been addressed. Each chapter is divided into several sections
corresponding to different components of the syllabus. Each chapter is splashed
with HOTS. This is to promote clarity of the basics. Focus Zones in each chapter
present a crux of the concepts. Blocks in each chapter include matter of special
significance. Power Points and Revision Window offer a quick glance of the subject
matter. ‘Exercise’ is tuned to the pattern of examination. Answers to important
questions focus on the technique of writing. The exercise includes: objective type
questions (remembering & understanding based questions), divided into five
sections: (a) multiple choice questions, (b) fill in the blanks, (c) true or
false, (d) matching the correct statements, (e) ‘very short answer’ objective type
questions reason-based questions HOTS & applications analysis & evaluation CBSE
questions (with answers or reference to the text for answers) NCERT questions
(with hints to answers) miscellaneous and add-on questions (with hints or
reference to the text for answers) Dos and Don’ts (at the end of each chapter)
should serve as a safeguard against misinterpretation of the concepts. Ability
Zone is a uniquely designed section at the end of the chapter. This raises the
difficulty level, of course, but should serve as a useful material for the
outstanding learners. Solved & Unsolved numericals are given to boost a grip on
the subject.
Macroeconomics Andrew B. Abel 2011 This volume gives comprehensive coverage of the
key topics of macroeconomics and it includes integration of classical and
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Keynesian approaches, in-depth coverage of two cases and extensive applications
and examples.
Guidelines for Public Expenditure Management Mr.Jack Diamond 1999-07-01
Traditionally, economics training in public finances has focused more on tax than
public expenditure issues, and within expenditure, more on policy considerations
than the more mundane matters of public expenditure management. For many years,
the IMF's Public Expenditure Management Division has answered specific questions
raised by fiscal economists on such missions. Based on this experience, these
guidelines arose from the need to provide a general overview of the principles and
practices observed in three key aspects of public expenditure management: budget
preparation, budget execution, and cash planning. For each aspect of public
expenditure management, the guidelines identify separately the differing practices
in four groups of countries - the francophone systems, the Commonwealth systems,
Latin America, and those in the transition economies. Edited by Barry H. Potter
and Jack Diamond, this publication is intended for a general fiscal, or a general
budget, advisor interested in the macroeconomic dimension of public expenditure
management.
A Chair for My Mother Vera B. Williams 2021-09-07 This classic and heartwarming
picture book was written and illustrated by the celebrated Vera B. Williams and
was named a Caldecott Honor Book by the American Library Association. "A tender
knockout. It's rare to find much vitality, spontaneity, and depth of feeling in
such a simple, young book."—Kirkus Reviews Vera Williams tells of a young girl
who, along with her waitress mother, saves coins in a big jar in hopes that they
can someday buy a new chair for their apartment, the kind of chair her mother
deserves after being on her feet all day in the Blue Tile Diner. Into the jar also
goes the money Grandma saves whenever she gets a bargain at the market. There
hasn't been a comfortable place to sit in the apartment since a fire in their
previous apartment burned everything to "charcoal and ashes." Friends and
neighbors brought furniture to their new apartment downstairs, but no one brought
anything big or soft or comfortable. Finally the jar is full, the coins are
rolled, and in the book's crowning moment, mother, daughter, and Grandma search
four different furniture stores, and after carefully trying several chairs, like
Goldilocks, they find the chair they've been dreaming of at last. Vera Williams
enhances this story about family, community, and the power of working together
toward a common goal with her signature folk art-inspired paintings. A Chair for
My Mother has sold more than a million copies and is an ideal choice for reading
and sharing at home and in the classroom. "A superbly conceived picture book
expressing the joyful spirit of a loving family."—The Horn Book Vera B. Williams's
beloved picture book favorites include: "More More More," Said the Baby Amber Was
Brave, Essie Was Smart A Chair for Always A Chair for My Mother Cherries and
Cherry Pits Music, Music for Everyone Something Special for Me Stringbean's Trip
to the Shining Sea Three Days on a River in a Red Canoe
Principles of Economics N. Gregory Mankiw 2020-01-01 Now you can master the
principles of economics with the help of the most popular introductory book in
economics trusted by readers of economics worldwide -- Mankiw’s PRINCIPLES OF
ECONOMICS, 9E. Using a clear, inviting writing style, this book emphasizes only
material that helps you better understand the world and economy in which you live.
You learn to become a more astute participant in today's economy with a strong
understanding of both the potential and limits of economic policy. The latest,
relevant examples throughout this edition bring today's economic principles to
life, as acclaimed author Gregory Mankiw explains, I tried to put myself in the
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position of someone seeing economics for the first time. My goal is to emphasize
the material that readers find interesting about the study of the economy. Real
scenarios, useful economic facts, and clear explanations demonstrate how economic
concepts play a role in the decisions you make every day. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Exploring Macroeconomics Robert L. Sexton 2015-01-01 Prepare students with a solid
understanding of macroeconomic principles and how these principles affect their
daily lives with Sexton's unique EXPLORING MACROECONOMICS, 7E. Rather than a
traditional encyclopedic text filled with technical details, this book offers a
modern, back-to-basics approach designed to encourage economic literacy and help
students appreciate how macroeconomics impacts life today. The latest edition of
this reader-friendly book includes new learning tools, a visually appealing
design, and the latest captivating content to encourage students to read and
master the material. Packed with examples from current events and pop culture,
EXPLORING MACROECONOMICS makes macroeconomic concepts less intimidating while
conveying the real-world relevance of what students are learning. Throughout this
course, the author shares and inspires in students the same excitement he felt
when he took his first economics class. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Microeconomics in Context Neva Goodwin 2015-12-07 Microeconomics in Context lays
out the principles of microeconomics in a manner that is thorough, up to date, and
relevant to students. Like its counterpart, Macroeconomics in Context, the book is
uniquely attuned to economic realities. The "in Context" books offer
affordability, accessible presentation, and engaging coverage of current policy
issues from economic inequality and global climate change to taxes. Key features
include: --Clear explanation of basic concepts and analytical tools, with advanced
models presented in optional chapter appendices; --Presentation of policy issues
in historical, institutional, social, political, and ethical context--an approach
that fosters critical evaluation of the standard microeconomic models, such as
welfare analysis, labor markets, and market competition; --A powerful graphical
presentation of various measures of well-being in the United States, from income
inequality and educational attainment to home prices; --Broad definition of wellbeing using both traditional economic metrics and factors such as environmental
quality, health, equity, and political inclusion; --New chapters on the economics
of the environment, taxes and tax policy, common property and public goods, and
welfare analysis; --Expanded coverage of high-interest topics such as behavioral
economics, labor markets, and healthcare; --Full complement of instructor and
student support materials online, including test banks and grading through Canvas.
Business Advantage Advanced Student's Book with DVD Martin Lisboa 2012-09-06 An
innovative, new multi-level course for the university and in-company sector.
Business Advantage is the course for tomorrow's business leaders. Based on a
unique syllabus that combines current business theory, business in practice and
business skills - all presented using authentic, expert input - the course
contains specific business-related outcomes that make the material highly relevant
and engaging. The Business Advantage Advanced level books include input from the
following leading institutions and organisations: Alibaba, Dyson, Piaggio, and The
Cambridge Judge Business School. The Student's Book comes with a free DVD of case
studies.
Reconstructing Keynesian Macroeconomics Volume 3 Carl Chiarella 2014-12-17 This
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book represents the third of three volumes offering a complete reinterpretation
and restructuring of Keynesian macroeconomics and a detailed investigation of the
disequilibrium adjustment processes characterizing the financial, the goods and
the labour markets and their interaction. This book offers a full treatment of the
interlinkages between the real and the financial markets, including an analysis of
banking, credit, and endogenous money and asset markets. It remains critical of
quite frequently used conventional macro models that have dropped the tradition of
studying the macroeconomic feedback channels, well-known in the history of
macroeconomics. Those feedback mechanisms are known to have the potential for
instabilities with respect to real markets, price dynamics and financial markets.
In this volume a particular emphasis is given to the financial-real interaction.
The research in this book with its focus on Keynesian propagation mechanisms
provides a unique alternative to the black-box shock-absorber approaches that
dominate modern macroeconomics. The main conclusion of the work is that policy
makers need to reconsider Keynesian ideas, but in the modern form in which they
are expressed in this volume. Reconstructing Keynesian Macroeconomics will be of
interest to students and researchers who want to look at alternatives to the
mainstream macrodynamics that emerged from the Monetarist critique of
Keynesianism. This book will also engage central bankers and macroeconomic policy
makers.
Introductory Macroeconomics (2020-21) TR Jain and VK Ohri 2020-03-09 VK Global
Publications Pvt. Ltd. is a household name now. Established in 1979, with more
than three decades of leadership in the area of Economics and Commerce, we take
pride in claiming that we continue with the unstirred readeship in the country.
Specialising in the area of Economics and Commerce, we are not averse to the idea
of diversification. Keeping this in view, more than a decade ago, a series of 'Xam
idea' was launched in all the subjects for classes IX -X However, success of our
publication is admittedly due to prudent prolific writers. We have resource-pool
of reputed authors, who leave no stone unturned in bringing out the best of study
material, which makes our readers versatile in their thought processes and equips
them with the exam-oriented acumen. Thousands of acknowledgments and accolades
that we receive every year from our readers are a good testimony to the genuine
efforts and trustworthy endeavours of our authors.
MAT For Dummies Vince Kotchian 2013-04-22 Score your highest on the MAT? Easy. The
MAT exam is one of the hardest intellectual challenges in the field of
standardized testing. Students preparing to take this exam need a chance to
practice the analogy skills necessary to score well on this test, which MAT For
Dummies provides with its six full-length practice tests and plethora of other
test preparation suggestions. MAT For Dummies includes test-specific analogy
strategies, practice and review for each content area, word/terms lists covering
the major subject categories, and six practice tests with detailed answer banks.
Goes beyond content knowledge and teaches you the test-taking skills you need to
maximize your score Includes six full-length practice tests with complete answer
explanations Helps you score high on MAT exam day If you're a potential graduate
student preparing for the MAT, this hands-on, friendly guide helps you score
higher.
Principles of Macroeconomics for AP® Courses Steven A. Greenlaw 2015-08-18
Principles of Macroeconomics for AP® Courses covers scope and sequence
requirements for an Advanced Placement® macroeconomics course and is listed on the
College Board's AP® example textbook list. The text covers classical and Keynesian
views, with a prominent section on the Expenditure-Output model to align to the
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AP® curriculum. The book offers a balanced approach to theory and application, and
presents current examples to students in a politically equitable way. Principles
of Macroeconomics for AP® Courses PDF and web view versions have been updated to
include current FRED (Federal Reserve Economic) data.
The Macroeconomic Effects of Public Investment Mr. Abdul Abiad 2015-05-04 This
paper provides new evidence of the macroeconomic effects of public investment in
advanced economies. Using public investment forecast errors to identify the causal
effect of government investment in a sample of 17 OECD economies since 1985 and
model simulations, the paper finds that increased public investment raises output,
both in the short term and in the long term, crowds in private investment, and
reduces unemployment. Several factors shape the macroeconomic effects of public
investment. When there is economic slack and monetary accommodation, demand
effects are stronger, and the public-debt-to-GDP ratio may actually decline.
Public investment is also more effective in boosting output in countries with
higher public investment efficiency and when it is financed by issuing debt.
Principles of Economics, Macroeconomics E. David Emery 1986
Principles of Macroeconomics N. Gregory Mankiw 2020-01-01 Now you can master the
principles of macroeconomics with the help of the most popular introductory book
in economics trusted by students of economics worldwide -- Mankiw’s PRINCIPLES OF
MACROECONOMICS, 9E. Using a clear, inviting writing style, this book emphasizes
only material that helps you better understand the world and economy in which you
live. You learn to become a more astute participant in today's economy with a
strong understanding of both the potential and limits of economic policy. The
latest, relevant examples throughout this edition bring today's macroeconomic
principles to life, as acclaimed author Gregory Mankiw explains, I tried to put
myself in the position of someone seeing economics for the first time. My goal is
to emphasize the material that readers find interesting about the study of the
economy. Real scenarios, useful economic facts, and clear explanations demonstrate
how macroeconomic concepts play a role in the decisions you make every day.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Brief Principles of Macroeconomics N. Gregory Mankiw 2020-01-01 Master key
principles of macroeconomics with the help of today's popular economics series
that's trusted world-wide. Mankiw’s BRIEF PRINCIPLES OF MACROECONOMICS, 9E uses a
concise, inviting presentation that emphasizes only the material that helps you
better understand the world and economy in which you live. You learn to become a
more astute participant in today's economy with a strong understanding of both the
potential and limits of economic policy. This version has fewer introductory
chapters than the regular Macro version for a more concise treatment. The latest
relevant examples bring crucial macroeconomic principles to life. Acclaimed author
Gregory Mankiw explains, I tried to put myself in the position of someone seeing
economics for the first time. My goal is to emphasize the material that learners
should and do find interesting about the study of the economy. Real scenarios,
useful economic facts, and clear explanations demonstrate how today's most
important macroeconomic concepts play a role in the decisions you make every day.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Multiple Choice Questions for Economics with Answers Alan Glanville 2013-06-01
Multiple Choice Questions for Economics: is based upon the syllabus requirements
of the International Baccalaureate Diploma for economics (for first examinations
in May 2013) – at both Standard and Higher Level. is structured in the study order
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of our textbook Economics from a global perspective (third edition), which exactly
follows the current IB Diploma syllabus. is sequenced by section, chapter and
topic, as in our textbook. has Higher Level only questions clearly marked. has
over 450 questions, with many new questions covering the mathematical content of
the current syllabus. has answers that can be removed if using the book for course
tests. is ideal for use with Economics from a global perspective. is at a suitable
level for use with GCE A Level courses, professional courses, and university
introductory courses.
International Macroeconomics in the Wake of the Global Financial Crisis Laurent
Ferrara 2018-06-13 This book collects selected articles addressing several
currently debated issues in the field of international macroeconomics. They focus
on the role of the central banks in the debate on how to come to terms with the
long-term decline in productivity growth, insufficient aggregate demand, high
economic uncertainty and growing inequalities following the global financial
crisis. Central banks are of considerable importance in this debate since
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understanding the sluggishness of the recovery process as well as its implications
for the natural interest rate are key to assessing output gaps and the monetary
policy stance. The authors argue that a more dynamic domestic and external
aggregate demand helps to raise the inflation rate, easing the constraint deriving
from the zero lower bound and allowing monetary policy to depart from its current
ultra-accommodative position. Beyond macroeconomic factors, the book also
discusses a supportive financial environment as a precondition for the rebound of
global economic activity, stressing that understanding capital flows is a
prerequisite for economic-policy decisions.
Macroeconomics Paul Krugman 2015-04-07 When it comes drawing on enduring economic
principles to explain current economic realities, there is no one readers trust
more than Paul Krugman. With his bestselling introductory textbook (now in a new
edition) the Nobel laureate and New York Times columnist is proving to be equally
effective in the classroom, with more and more instructors in all types of schools
using Krugman’s signature storytelling style to help them introduce the
fundamental principles of economics to all kinds of students.
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